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Columbia to build a transnational railway.4 Peaceful relations with the Ojibway were
necessary to achieve this goal.
7.

Both before and after the Treaty was signed, the southern 2/3 portion of Treaty 3 lands
were at the centre of an ongoing territorial dispute between the Canada and Ontario (the
“Disputed Territory”).5 There was never any dispute that the northern 1/3 of the territory
fell within Canada’s jurisdiction (the “Keewatin Lands”).

8.

In 1871 and 1872 Canada tried unsuccessfully to negotiate a treaty with the Ojibway.6 The
Ojibway were in no rush to negotiate a treaty and felt no compulsion to do so.7 In 1873
federal treaty commissioners tried again. This time the Ojibway were willing to share their
lands in exchange for certain material benefits and promises that the treaty would be kept.8
Since the federal commissioners saw little long-term use for the lands, they were willing to
make unusual promises that they might not have been prepared to make in a more
promising environment.9

9.

After three days of negotiation, on October 3, 1873, the parties reached an agreement,
which included the harvesting clause set out above. There was no dispute that the phrase
“Government of the Dominion of Canada” referred to the federal government.

10.

Between 1873 and 1894 Ontario and Canada engaged in protracted dispute over the
ownership of the Disputed Territory and the effect of Treaty 3. It is in this context that St.
Catherine’s Milling and Seybold were decided.10 This dispute was eventually resolved in
favour of Ontario and the governments passed reciprocal legislation in 1891 and executed
an agreement in 1894 to settle the issues arising out of this dispute.11
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11.

Between 1905 and 1912 Canada and Ontario negotiated the extension of Ontario’s
boundaries, which would encompass remaining northern portion of Treaty 3 lands, the
Keewatin Lands. These negotiations largely focused on Ontario securing a northern port
and, for the most part, Ontario viewed these lands, to which they had no claims, as a “gift
horse.”12 An agreement was reached in 1912 to extend the boundaries of Ontario to include
the Keewatin Lands. The implementing statute contained the following caveat:
2(a) That the province of Ontario will recognize the rights of the Indian
inhabitants in the territory above described to the same extent, and will obtain
surrenders of such rights in the same manner, as the Government of Canada has
heretofore recognized such rights and has obtained surrender thereof, and the
said province shall bear and satisfy all charges and expenditure in connection
with or arising out of such surrenders;
…
(c) That the trusteeship of the Indians in the said territory, and the management
of any lands now or hereafter reserved for their use, shall remain in the
Government of Canada subject to the control of Parliament.13

12.

The reference to “trusteeship of the Indians” was a reference to Canada’s jurisdiction under
s.91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867.14

13.

There was little development in the Keewatin Lands after 1912, except for localized
development at Red Lake where a major mine was developed, until large scale industrial
forestry activity began to impinge on the territory in the late 20th century.15 In response,
Grassy Narrows sought redress to protect its treaty rights, including through this litigation.

Procedural History
Application for Judicial Review (Mister Justice Then)
14.

Grassy Narrows initially brought an application for judicial review seeking a range of
remedies, including declarations of invalidity against the instruments authorizing the
impugned logging. This application was quashed, in part, because the treaty interpretation
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b.

If leave is granted, whether the Respondent the Minister of Natural Resources
should pay the costs of Grassy Narrows in advance, in any event of the cause.

PART III: STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT
Issue #1: The Court of Appeal’s Holding that Ontario Has Exclusive Power to Manage
Resources is Contrary to this Court’s Jurisprudence and the Desire to Avoid Exclusivity
31.

The Court of Appeal held that the provinces have absolute exclusivity over lands and
natural resources.31 It was this finding that led the Court of Appeal to conclude that neither
Treaty 3 - despite its reference to “the Government of the Dominion of Canada” in the
harvesting promise - or the Ontario Boundaries Extension (1912) Act - despite its reference
to the continued “trusteeship of the Indians” by Canada – could be interpreted as leaving
any role for Canada, even if provincial decisions significantly interfere with treaty rights.32
To arrive at its conclusion of exclusivity, the Court of Appeal took a watertight
compartment approach to the division of powers, which is contrary to the jurisprudence
concerning cooperative action between the provinces and Canada and the notion that treaty
rights are at the core of s. 91(24).

32.

Over the last two decades the courts have rejected the “watertight compartments” theory
and articulated an approach to the division of powers that allows for significant overlap
between federal and provincial jurisdictions, recognizing that many subject matters have a
double aspect. Jurisdictional conflicts are governed by a variety of tools including: pith and
substance (to ensure an appropriate basis for federal or provincial legislation), paramountcy
(to resolve legislative conflicts) and interjurisdictional immunity (to protect the core of a
federal jurisdiction over federal persons, places or things). The Court of Appeal’s decision
undermines this approach to cooperative federalism. It grants the provinces exclusive
jurisdiction and displaces any federal role - even to exercise its s. 91(24) powers.33

33.

A watertight compartment approach to the division of powers in the treaty context also puts
in jeopardy the constitutional protection afforded to treaty rights against provincial
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